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This Talk is About ...
‣ A higher-order bidir programming language 

• a surface lang for the classic lens [Foster+07]
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catLineB :: BX String ! BX String ! BX String 
catLineB xs ys = caseB xs of  
  []    -> '\n'B :B ys        with (== '\n') . head  
  (a:x) -> a :B catLine x ys with (/= '\n') . head 
             rb (λ_.λ_." ") 

unlinesB :: BX [String] ! BX String  
unlinesB = foldrB ' ' catLineB ""B (not . null) null 
-- foldrB :: a -> (BX a -> BX b -> BX b) -> BX b 
--            (b -> Bool) -> (b -> Bool) -> BX b 



Bidirectional Transformation
‣ A transformation (get) with  

update-translator (put)
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Sumii sumii 205

Kiselyov oleg 203

Matsuda kztk 207

"Sumii: sumii\n 
Kyselyov: oleg\n 
Matsuda: kztk\n"

get :: Src ! View

[Bancilhon&Spyratos81, Foster+07, ...]
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Well-Behavedness
‣ Required for “reasonable” bidir. trans. 

[Bancilhon&Spyratos81, Foster+07, ...]
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get

put

==

No update on the view, 
no update on the source

“Put” correctly reflects a view update

update!

get

put ××××

get
××

=

Acceptability (GetPut) Consistency (PutGet)



Goal
‣ Language/framework for  

bidirectional transformations 
• to guarantee well-behavedness  
• to avoid the maintenance problem  

of “get” and “put”
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Existing F/W: Lens [Foster+07]
‣ Lens: encapsulated pair of “get” and “put” 

‣Well-behavedness preserving combinators
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data Lens a b = L { get :: (a ! b),  
                    put :: (a ! b ! a) }

fstfstL :: Lens ((a,b),c) a 
fstfstL = fstL ● fstL 
  -- fstL :: Lens (a,b) a 

(●)	::	Lens	b	c	→	Lens	a	b	→	Lens	a	c
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Problem: Poor Programmability
‣ Point-free programming with a fixed set of 

combinators  
‣ Even for "append", we need a complex 

recursion pattern 

• cf. append xs ys = foldr (:) ys xs
7

4.2 RECURSION PATTERNS AS LENSES 109

put :: (Nat , (Nat ,Nat)) ! (Nat ,Nat)

put (Zero, ) = (Zero,Zero)

put (n, (Zero, )) = (Zero, n)

put (Succ n, (Succ m, o)) = let (a, b) = put (n, (m, o)) in (Succ a, b)

A similar lens is binary list concatenation, defined as follows:

cat : [A ] ⇥ [A ] Q [A ]

cat = [[[id O cons , (⇡2
!
+ assocr) � distl � (outList

A

⇥ id)]]][A ]�A⌦ Id cat -DEF

Here, the intermediate functor [A ]�A⌦ Id is the base functor NeListA of the inductive
type of lists appended with a list suffix at the rear, defined in Haskell as follows:

data NeList a = NeNil [a ] | NeCons a (NeList a)

We can also generalize binary addition and concatenation to n-ary lenses over lists using
catamorphisms:

sum : [Nat ] Q Nat

sum = ([(zero O id) � (id + plus)])List
Nat

sum-DEF

concat : [ [A ] ] Q [A ]

concat = ([(nil O id) � (id + cat)])List[A ]
concat -DEF

These binary and n-ary lens combinators enjoy interesting laws, such as the following
naturality laws modulo map and interaction laws with length:

map f � cat = cat � (map f ⇥map f ) cat-NAT

map f � concat = concat �map (map f ) concat-NAT

lengthv � cat = plus � (lengthv ⇥ lengthv
) length-CAT

lengthv � concat = sum �map lengthv length-CONCAT

An example of a lens over a regular type is the following function that flattens a
n-ary leaf tree into a list:

lflatten : LTree A ! [A ]

lflatten = ([(wrap O id) � (id + concat)])LTree
A

lflatten-DEF

(taken from Hugo Pacheco's PhD thesis)

hylomorphism [Meijer+91]



Applicative Lenses [M&W 15]
‣ Lift lenses to functions, so that we can 

compose them by usual higher-order func.
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liftn ::  
  Lens (a1,...,an) b 
  -> (forall s. Lens s a1 -> ... -> Lens s an -> Lens s b)

unlinesF :: [Lens s String] -> Lens s String 
unlinesF = foldr catLineF (new [])  

catLineF :: Lens s String -> Lens s String -> Lens s String 
catLineF = lift2 catLineL  
  -- catLineL :: Lens (String, String) String 

 cf. unlines = foldr catLine [] 
       where catLine x y = x ++ "\n" ++ y 



Problem
‣ Choice between programmability  

and updatability  

• Lens programming is needed for updatability 
- Programming "catLineL" is harder than "append"
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> get (unliftList unlinesF) ["a","b"] 
"a\nb\n" 
> put (unliftList unlinesF) ["a","b"] "A\nBB\n" 
["A","BB"] 
> put (unliftList unlinesF) ["a","b"] "A\n" 
Error

unlinesF :: [Lens s String] -> Lens s String 
unlinesF = foldr catLineF (new [])  

catLineF :: Lens s String -> Lens s String -> Lens s String 
catLineF = lift2 catLineL  
  -- catLineL :: Lens (String, String) String 



Approach: HOBiT
‣ A bidirectional programming language 

• higher-order functions to compose lenses  
- like the applicative lens [M&W 15] 

• bidirectional case analysis inspired by  
"cond" in lens [Foster+07] 

• translation to compositions of lenses,  
guaranteeing well-behavedness 
- moral [Danielsson+06] well-behavedness is 

formally verified by Agda
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https://bitbucket.org/kztk/hibx



Outline
‣ HOBiT Overview 
‣ Translation to Lenses
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Syntax of HOBiT Core
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e ::= x | fix f x.e | e1 e2  
   |  True | False | [] | e1 : e2  
   |  TrueB | FalseB | []B | e1 :B e2 
   |  case e0 of { p1 -> e1; p2 -> e2 }  
   |  caseB e0 of { p1 -> e1 with e1' rb e1'';  
                    p2 -> e2 with e2' rb e2'' }

let rec f x = e in f

(can contain more unidirectional primitives)



HOBiT's Feature: BX types
‣ Type constructor BX for updatability 

• examples:  
- BX [Bool]: updatable lists of booleans 
- [BX Bool]: list of updatable booleans

13

BX A
updatable A,  

A in the bidirectional world



HOBiT's Feature: BX Constructors
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[] :: [a]

[]B :: BX [a]

(:) :: a -> [a] -> [a]

(:B) :: BX a -> BX [a] -> BX [a]



HOBiT's Feature: Bidir. Case Analysis
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caseB e0 of 
  p1 -> e1 with φ1 rb ρ1  
  p2 -> e2 with φ2 rb ρ2

e0 :: BX A

e1, e2 :: BX B

(whole exp) :: BX B

φ1,φ2 :: B -> Bool

ρ1,ρ2 :: A -> B -> A

Exit conditions

Reconciliation functions



Bidir Case Analysis in BWD
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caseB e0 of 
  p1 -> e1 with φ1 rb ρ1  
  p2 -> e2 with φ2 rb ρ2

e0 :: BX A

e1, e2 :: BX B

(whole exp) :: BX B

φ1,φ2 :: B -> Bool

ρ1,ρ2 :: A -> B -> A

• Use φ1 and φ2 to determine the branch 
• If the chosen one differs from the original 
one, use ρi to set the free vars in pi



Unlines in HOBiT
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unlinesB :: BX [String] -> BX String 
unlinesB xs = caseB xs of 
  []    -> ""B with null  
              rb λ_.λ_.[] 
  (a:x) -> catLineB a (unlinesB x) with not . null  
              rb λ_.λ_." "  

catLineB :: BX String -> BX String -> BX String 
catLineB xs ys = caseB xs of  
  []    -> '\n'B :B ys        with (== '\n') . head  
             rb λ_.λ_.[] 
  (a:x) -> a :B catLine x ys with (/= '\n') . head 
             rb λ_.λ_." "



... has perfect updatability 
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HOBiT> :get unlinesB ["a","b"] 
"a\nb\n"  
HOBiT> :put unlinesB ["a","b"] "A\nBB\n" 
["A","BB"] 
HOBiT> :put unlinesB ["a","b"] "A\n" 
["A"] 
HOBiT> :put unlinesB ["a","b"] "A\nBB\nCC\n" 
["A","BB","CC"]

translation to lenses given as meta-language operation



Control on Complements
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initB :: BX [a] -> BX [a] 
initB xs = caseB xs of  
  [a] -> []B          with isSingle  
                      rb (λs.λ_.[last s])  
  a:x -> a :B initB x with not . isSingle  
                      rb (λs.λ(a:_).a:s)

keep the last elem in switching

HOBiT> :get initB [1,2,3] 
[1,2]  
HOBiT> :put initB [1,2,3] [4,5] 
[4,5,3] 
HOBiT> :put initB [1,2,3] [4] 
[4,3] 
HOBiT> :put initB [1,2,3] [4,5,6] 
[4,5,6,3]



Higher-Order Functions 
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mapB :: a -> (BX a -> BX b) -> BX [a] -> BX [b] 
mapB d f xs = caseB xs of  
 []  -> []B with null rb λ_.λ_.[] 
 a:x -> f a :B mapB d f x with not . null  
                      rb λ_.λ_.[d] 

notB :: BX Bool -> BX Bool  
notB b = caseB b of 
 True  -> FalseB with not rb λ_.λ_.True 
 False -> TrueB  with id  rb λ_.λ_.False

HOBIT> :get (mapB True notB) [True,False] 
[False,True] 
HOBiT> :put (mapB True notB) [True,False] [False] 
[True]



Sugars to Avoid Some with/rb
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mapB :: a -> (BX a -> BX b) -> BX [a] -> BX [b] 
mapB d f xs = caseB xs of  
 []  -> []B with null rb λ_.λ_.[] 
 a:x -> f a :B mapB d f x with not . null  
                      rb λ_.λ_.[d]

mapB :: a -> (BX a -> BX b) -> BX [a] -> BX [b] 
mapB d f xs = caseB xs of  
 []  -> []B 
 a:x -> f a :B mapB d f x default {a = d; x = []}



Outline
‣ HOBiT Overview 
‣ Translation to Lenses
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Basic Idea

‣ "BX A" values must be updatable 
‣ Functions are mapped to functions
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  ⟦BX A⟧ = Lens ??? A 
⟦A -> B⟧ = ??? -> ???



Issue: Translation of caseB

‣ How to update the whole expression?  
1. update e1  
2. gather how a and x are updated 
3. update e0 by the updates on a and x

24

caseB e0 of { a:x -> e1 with ... rb ... }

Lens ??? A
??? must contains the values of  

"free variables" (such as a and x)



Trial: Use Environments 
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variables introduced by patterns of caseB

  ⟦BX A⟧ env = Lens env A 
⟦A -> B⟧ env = ⟦A⟧ env -> ⟦B⟧ env

Does not scale to functions!

We cannot apply the function when env ≠ env'
catLineB xs ys = caseB xs of  
 … 
 (a:x) -> a :B catLine x ys …

⟦BX A -> BX B⟧ env' = Lens env' A -> Lens env' B

env = () env' = (A, [A])



Our Translation
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  ⟦BX A⟧ env = Lens env A 
⟦A -> B⟧ env = forall α.  
                Lens α env -> ⟦A⟧ α -> ⟦B⟧ α

Witness that α contains more variables than env 

Property: Given bx :: Lens env' env, we can 
construct a function of type  ⟦A⟧ env -> ⟦A⟧ env'

catLineB xs ys = caseB xs of  
 … 
 (a:x) -> a :B catLine x ys …

cf.



Type System
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A ::= A -> B | Bool | [A] | BX A 

cannot contains "->" and BX

Γ;Δ ⊢ e : A

variables introduced by λ and case

variables introduced by caseB



Translation
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⟦Γ;Δ ⊢ e : A⟧ env : 
  Lens env ⟦Δ⟧ -> ⟦Γ⟧ env -> ⟦A⟧ env

especially

⟦⊢ e : BX A -> BX B⟧ () idL () unitLA idL : 
  Lens A B

well-behaved as translation only uses well-behaved 
lenses and well-behavedness preserving combinators

(actual translation is a bit more complicated due to nonlinearity)

unit type unit value



Related Work
‣ Exponentials in the category of presheaves  

• Our translation of function types is inspired.  
‣ First-order BX lang [Hidaka+10, M+10, ...] 

• BX A to Lens env A 
‣ Fractional types in RC [James&Sabry 12 unpublished]  

• A ⊸ B as B ⨂ (1/A) 
• by Int construction 
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Conclusion
‣ A bidirectional programming language 

• higher-order functions to compose lenses  
- like applicative lens [M&W 15] 

• bidirectional case analysis inspired by  
"cond" in lens [Foster+07] 

• translation to compositions of lenses,  
guaranteeing well-behavedness 
- moral [Danielsson+06] well-behavedness is 

formally verified by Agda
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https://bitbucket.org/kztk/hibx



Future Work
‣ Other models of lenses 

• especially, with effects (e.g. nondeterminism)   
‣ Construct for alignment 

• separate synchronization for shape and 
contents would suffice? 

‣ Explicit  manipulation of complements
31

degen :: BX (C a)  
         -> (C (BX a) -> (D (BX a))) 
         -> (forall a. C a -> D a -> C a) 
         -> BX (D a)



Separating Shape Update
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reverseB :: a -> BX [a] -> BX [a] 
reverseB def = go null (λx.revB x []B)  
  where go :: ([a] -> Bool) -> ([BX a] -> BX [a]) 
               -> BX [a] -> BX [a]  
        go p k xs = caseB xs of  
           []  -> k [] with p rb λ_.λ_.[] 
           a:x -> go (p . tail) (λy.k (a:y)) x with not . p  
                  rb λ_.λ_.[def] 

revB :: [BX a] -> BX [a] -> BX [a] 
revB xs ys = case xs of  
  []  -> ys  
  a:x -> revB x (a :B ys)


